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Part I: Johnny Thunder 

 

 16 year old Suzie Sacramento didn’t know that her father was 

actually a Skeleton. 

She brought home her Spring Fling 2010 date to meet him. His name was 

Johnny 

Thunder. He was a well-known player. 

 Skeleton Saramento sent out his invisible hell-beasts to gather 

information on him whilst he and Suzie 

copulated in her room. When they returned with the information that he 

only ever wanted one thing, he burst down Suzie’s door. 

 “AHHHHH, DAD!” she screamed, naked, as Johnny Thunder 

jumped out the window. 

 “YOU BASTARD, I’LL RIP YOUR SKULL OUT!” ROARED 

SKELETON SCARAMENO after him. 

 “DAD NO I LOVE HIM” cried Suzie 

 “IT’S TOO LATE, THE RITUAL HAS BEEN COMPLETED.” 

and then he cut his hand or something. And the bone marrow fell to the 

delight of the hell-beasts. 

 They chased after Johnny Lighting as he rode his motorcycle, 

which is like a car, but with 2 wheels and is thinner. 

 “YOU CAN’T CATCH ME EVER” he laughed as he rode into the 

Knight. 

 THE KNIGHT was here to Kill Johnny though, even though he 
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looked like a police officer! IT WAS SKELETON’S SACRAMENTO’S 

minion-general. 

 He ripped off Johnny’s Thunderbolt’s head and blood and neck bits 

flew everywhere, all over. The ground was filled with blood and the hell-

beasts devoured his body. 

 “Dad I forgive you!” said Suzie as she arose on the scene. 

 “I know you do sweaty!” cried skeleton as he wept with love. 

 

Part II: Skeleton Boy's Deadly Surprise 

 

 After Johnny Thunder was executed by the Police-looking Knight, 

Suzie was sad for many days. Until her dad introduced her to his boss’s son, 

Skeleton Boy. Skeleton Boy came over for dinner with his dad, Skeleton 

Boss and they ate the food or whatever. 

 “So, u two are perfect for each other, and everyone agreed.” 

Skeleton Sacramento said. 

 Suzie was happy. 

 “I love my new boyfriend so much, especially because he’s a 

SKELETON!” Suzie said later in her room. She still thought of Johnny 

Thunder with much sadness. 

 “Hey babe.” 

 “O hai, Skeleton Boy” giguledd Suzie 

 “Nothing can brake us apart!” laughed SB and he kidnapped her 

then. 
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 “NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO” CRIED Skeleton 

Sacramento and he flew down the stairs into the basement to get his 

weapons. He literally flew. But he didn't flap his arms or anything. Just 

imagine a skeleton swiftly levitating down a flight of stairs, and you'll see 

what I'm trying to convey. 

 His weapons was a sword and shield made out of demon skin steel, 

regular steel-looking, but much STRONGER, and he whistled for his hell-

beasts. 

 “IM GOING TO KILL UR SON!” he told Skeleton Boss and 

Skeleton Boss and him agreed it was bitter/better this way. 

 “I’ll go home and wait to ambush him there!” Skeleton Boss said. 

 But Sacramento knew Skeleton Boy wood be on the run, after all 

home was too obvious of a place to go to. Duh. 

 He chased after Skeleton Boy's track with his beasts. Meanwhile... 

 “STOP kidnapping me!” cried Suze she cried, “I don't like it!” 

 “Too bad, toots” chuckled the Skeleton Boy, “I can do anything i 

want to because I'm all bones.” 

 And he made a scary face at her and she was too scared to do 

anything else after that. 

 He jumped a mile into the air unto his moon base and started 

laughing maniacally. 

 “HA HA HA HA HA HA HA” he laughed maniacally. 

 “Why are you so funny?” Suzied asked. 

 “BECAUSE!” he explained, “I am going to use my beam to 
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destroy earth including Sacramento and everyone!” 

 “YOU CANT DO THAT” she cried. 

 “I CAN” he retorded and told her why: 

 “It’s because i now have a virgin to power my laser to kill 

everyone with! That's why!” 

 “BUT IM NOT A VIRGIN!” she shouted. 

 “WHAT!?!?!?!?!?!!?!?!?!?!?” HE EXCALMED and stumbled 

backward in boney surprise, releasing the young girl from his skeletal grip. 

 “IT’S TRUE” she repeatedly. “I had lost my viriginy to JOHNNY 

THUNDER!” 

 And then Johnny’s Ghost appeared in a poof of ectoplasm. 

 “I AM JOHNNY’S GHOST!” said Johnny’s ghost, very spookily, 

as it proceeded to float around the Moon Base, causing electrical 

malfunctions every which way. 

 “I am here to STOP YOU, Skeleton Boy!” he moaned, and then he 

use his ghost powers to throw johny i mean Skeleton Boy off of the moon 

base. 

 “OOOOOOOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooo” said SB as he falled down and crashed. His bones got 

losted everywhere, mostly. 

 “I am sad about my skeleton child!” said Skeleton Boss later on, as 

they gathered back at the Sacramento Manor. 

 “I know, but I am happy to be glad about Johnny Thunder saving 

us all.” Suzie replied. 
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 “I agree with you.” 

 “And I want to apologize to Johnny Thunder for killing him for 

basically no reason, and give him my blessings to be dating u AGAIN!” 

said Skeleton Sacramento with boney happiness. 

 “I accept, and will marry your daughter.” said Johnny, and he 

kissed Suzie. 

 They kissed some more later and then she said uh oh and looked at 

the plastic strip. 

 “I'm pregnant.” she whispered. 

 

Part III: The Skeleton Doctor Is In 

 

 “HOW CAN U BE PREGANANT!” DEMANDED SKELETON 

SACRAMENTO. 

 Because we didn't use protection-condoms because u wouldn't let 

me buy any and because Johnny Thunder is POOR!” weeped Suzie. 

 “Sacramento, I'm surprised at you. You should know that poverty 

and the suppression of women is a dangerous combination.” noted Skeleton 

Boss, waving his boney finger. 

 “This is a TERRIBLE!” Sacramento roared. “Skeleton babies can't 

be aborted!!!!!!” 

 “THE BABY IS ONLY 1/4 SKELETON” explaineded Skeleton 

Boss smartly. “Or have you forgotten your dead wife?” 

 “No, I have not forgotten, Skeleton Boss.” replied Skeleton 
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Sacramento, “I remember my wife well. She was a lovely human. But that 

does not change that the baby has some Skeleton blood. I will not let my 

daughter risk angering the bone fetus!” 

 “I want to have it anyway!” chimed Suzie. 

 Everyone gasped with collective surprise, and shock, and various 

other synonyms. 

 “WHAT?!” they gasped. 

 I want to give it to Skeleton Boss for killing his son.” she 

explained. 

 “I appreciate your kind offer, Suzie, but NO.” Skeleton Boss said, 

“That baby was made from your own love and you should keep it for 

yourself.” 

 “In that case I don’t want it.” said Suzie. 

 Everyone laughed. 

 “Don't laugh just yet, everyone. We still can't risk it.” said Dr. 

Skeleton MD, who had just arrived on the scene and was running tests or 

whatever now. “Skeleton fetuses are very difficult to abort, and attempting 

to can make them try to escape from the chest cavity, and cause the death 

the mother! Just like in Alien, Aliens, Alien 3, Alien: Resurrection, Alien vs. 

Predator, Alien vs. Predator Requiem, and Aliens with an s vs. Predator, 

which was the video game, and the sequel to that video game, both widely 

regarded as some of the best first-person shooter and horror games of all 

time. And this trend continues in the numerous other games, novels, and 

comics of both the Aliens franchise, and the crossover franchise with the 
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Predators.” Skeleton Doctor sat with his arms crossed, like a wise anime 

character or something. 

 “ENOUGH OF THIS!” Johnny Thunder slammed his ghost fists 

down. “I don't want Suzie to be killed. Isn't there anything we can do 

without her having the baby?” he asked with desperate curiosity. 

 Skeleton Doctor furrowed his boney brow as he thought about the 

situation. It would require all of his cunning and skeleton doctor skills, but 

he had a plan. 

 “There is one thing...” said the Skeleton Doctor. “We can perform 

an M-SECTION.” 

 “WHAT IS THAT?” asked everyone at the same time, with the 

exception of Skeleton Doctor because he already knew what it was, and 

they were asking him, so it wouldn't have made sense for him to ask it as 

well. 

 “We can transfer the baby directly from Suzie's womb, to 

somewhere else using DARK MAGIKS!” he exclaimed. “But carefulness 

is required.” 

 And then he began preparing. And then there was a BANG ON 

THE DOOR! 

 “WHO IS IT” yelled Skeleton Sacramento, who was not expecting 

any more visitors. “THIS IS A VERY BAD TIME.” 

 “IT’S ME, SKELETON BOY, I’M HEAR TO SEE MY SON!” 

answered... SKELETON BOY?!?! 

 Johnny Thunder yelled back “ITS MY SON!” 
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 And then Skeleton Doctor said it's actually a girl skeleton so they 

apologized to him for making unfounded assumptions. 

 “NO, JOHNNY THUNDER, I ALSO HAD SEX WITH SUZIE 

CRABGRASS wait no that’s from ned’s declassifed school survival guide, 

I HAD SEX WITH SUZIE SKELINGTON!!!” 

 ‘THATS NOT EVEN MY NAME” cried Suzie, crying. 

 “WE STILL HAD SEX.” 

 Johnny Thunder turned to Suzie and put his ghostly hands on her 

shoulders. 

 “Is it true?” questioned Johnny, hurt. 

 “Johnny,we weren't together at the time, because you had your 

head ripped off, I'm sorry! And he had this Moon Base that was really 

romantic!” she mooped. 

 “I'm really sad, but I understand.” said Thunder, but IT'S STIL L 

MY SON-DAUGHTER, I MEAN!” 

 Skeleton Doctor waved his boney arms to stop the arguing. 

 “NO WE DONT KNOW THAT YET!” he said, we must take a 

DNA test, but we CANT NOW because the baby has been transferred to 

another person!!!! I was performing the ritual while everyone was arguing 

because I'm a professional who is not distracted by family drama!” 

 “NO, NOW WE’LL NEVER KNOW!” howled Skeleton Boy, still 

behind the door. 

 “Is there any way of finding out who the Skeleton Baby was 

transferred to?!” begged Johnny Thunder. 
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 Skeleton Doctor nodded to let him know that the answer was “Yes.” 

 “Yes, there is a way, child. But it requires ingredients that I simply 

do not have!” he explained. 

 “Where can we find these ingredients?” asked Skeleton 

Sacramento. 

 Skeleton Doctor paused for about 30 ellipses worth of time. 

 “..............................Hell.” said the Skeleton Doctor. 

 

Part I of Part IV: To Hell and Back Again 

 

 “Doctor, doctor, gimme the news! How the heck are we supposed 

to go to hell!?” demanded the Skeleton Boss, “Hell's closed on the 

weekend!” He flailed his arms around to help make his point. 

 “You don't understand.” assured Skeleton Doctor, “I can get in 

because I'm a doctor. But I'll need help carrying the ingredients.” 

 “I'll go.” insisted Johnny Thunder. 

 “Don't be stupid.” said Skeleton Doctor, “According to my 

diagnosis, you're a ghost, and are therefore unable to touch things.” 

 “But I lifted Skeleton Boy!” Johnny Thunder insisted. 

 “Just, please, shut up.” said Skeleton Doctor and Skeleton Boy in 

unison. 

 “Now, who can come to be my baggage bitch?” asked Skeleton 

Doctor. 

 “I will send the Knight to help! He is stronger than like, most 
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things!” said Skeleton Sacramento. 

 POOF! And then the Knight was there suddenly in a poof of 

smoke. 

 “Your wish is my command, Master!” he bellowed, “I will brave 

the fire and the flames of hell, and will carry on with Skeleton Doctor!” 

 And then everyone just went to hell anyway. Except Suzie and the 

Skeleton Boss and Skeleton Boy, because they felt like playing Dragonball 

Z: Budakai Tenchin on the Nintendo 3. 

 The hell door was guarded by a security guard with 2 heads. The 

first head was friendly and the second was an asshole. 

 “No one passes through here!” screeched the second head. 

 “I'm really sorry about him.” apologized the second head, “Go on 

through, doctor.” 

 The gang walked through the hellish hallways to the hellish supply 

closet of hell. 

 “IT IS ME!” said Dr. Goblin, bursting out of the supply closet of 

hell, “I AM YOUR NEMISIS!” 

 Skeleton doctor assumed a defense doctor combat position. 

 “I already know that, idiot.” he said like an ice-cold gangsta, “Are 

you thinking that you want to rumble with me?” 

 Goblin Doctor flexed and stretched out his arms, attempting to 

strike fear into the hearts of his audience. 

 “I'm not letting you through until you admit that I, Goblin Doctor, 

am the superior doctor!” Goblin Doctor croaked. 
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 “NO, I WILL NOT” yelled Skeleton Doctor, and he dove at him, 

punching him in the nose. They began to brawl right there. Two men of 

medicine bucking horns like big fucking elephants that cure diseases. No, 

elephants don't have horns, they have tusks, I'm sorry. Male rhinos 

probably fight though, right? They have horns. Or just forget the horns, it 

was two men of science bucking antlers like proud stags. 

 “NOT SO FAST, ANY OF THIS!” yelled SATAN and than 

SATAN was there. He was a big, red guy with big red muscles. And he had 

horns like a goat. 

 He yelled obnoxiously loud. I'll communicate this to you by 

having his dialogue in all caps, always. You're welcome. 

 “I AM IN CHARGE OF THIS PLACE! GO AWAY OR DIE!” he 

roared as he stomped around in circles, staring them down. 

 “I will stop him or slow him down!” said the Knight, and he nobly 

charged Satan. A wall of fire burst up and surrounded them, so no one 

could help him. 

 Goblin Doctor apologized and everyone ran the fuck away, 

grabbing the needed ingredients and escaping through the hell doors as the 

Knight kickboxed Satan. 

 Satan punched the Knight's head off, and then Satan's hell-beasts 

and monstro creatures devoured the body. 

 Satan was pissed as hell. He yelled after them, “I WILL 

DESTROY THE SACRAMENTOS, AND YOU, DOCTOR SKELETON, 

AND YOU, DOC GOBLIN!” 
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 Johnny Thunder was relieved that Satan forgot him, but then Satan 

said “AND YOU TOO, JOHNNY LIGHTNING!” 

 Darn it! thought Johnny, and they escaped before the cave 

collapsed, because it Hell was kind of like a cave and was collapsing now. 

 “What will we do NOW?” asked Goblin Doctor. 

 “NOTHING!” retorted Skeleton Doctor, and he karate chopped off 

Goblin Doctor's head in a swift, fluid motion of martial art mastery. 

 “HOW AND WHY?!” asked Skeleton Boss, shocked at the 

apparently pointless violence. 

 “I am a Doctor of Fighting.” said Skeleton Doctor, “And now let’s 

find out who has this baby...” 

 They began performing the Ritual of Finding. Skeleton Doctor 

poured a blue liquid over Suzie's stomach, and began yodeling, beckoning 

everyone else to join him as a greater volume would enhance the magical 

GPS. After several minutes, the location of the child burst into Skeleton 

Doctor's head, and he was overcome with concern. 

 “OH NO!” he gasped, “The child was transported into Satan's wife, 

Salamandara!” 

 Suddenly, the door burst from its hinges, and in stomped Satan. 

 “I'M GOING TO KILL EVERYONE!” he shouted. 

 

Part II of Part IV: Knights in Satan's Sewage 

 

 “I’M HERE TO FUCKING MURDER ALL OF YOU!” yelled 
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Satan, as he climbed through the doorway, angrily and mad. 

 “Everybody go.” said Skeleton Doctor with calmness and 

braveheart, “I will face this madman.” 

 Skeleton Boss adjusted his tie. 

 “NO, we won’t leave you, Skeleton Doctor.” insisted Skeleton 

Boss. 

 “We will face him together!” agreed Skeleton Sacramento. 

 “Through the power of friendship, we can defeat him!” said 

Johnny Thunderghost, and they all put their hands in and went “Hooray!” 

 But Satan threw a brick at the back of Suzie’s head and she fell, 

 maybe dead? 

 “NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!” 

Skeleton Sacramento roared, and then he threw the brick back at Satan. 

 “HA HA!” Satan laughed as spun around and caught the brick 

effortlessly, “I was on the baseball team in hell. No one is better than me at 

catching and throwing things!” he explained. 

 And then he threw the brick back at Skeleton Sacramento’s head, 

and his head fell off. 

 “YOU’RE A MONSTER!” yelled Skeleton Boss as he picked up 

the brick and threw it at Satan again. 

 Satan captured the brick again and threw it back, knocking the 

Skeleton Boss’s leg off and he fell. 

 “We're being slaughtered!” yelled Johnny Thunder, “GO, Skeleton 

Doctor! Take everyone to safety! Satan can't kill me with the brick.” And 
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he levitated the brick. 

 “I agree. The brick would go right through you, as you have no 

physical form. Since the brick is physical, and you are not, it would not be 

able to inflict harm upon your person.” Skeleton Doctor diagnosed expertly. 

He put everyone on his cart and ran out the back of the house. 

 “AHHH, JOHNNY RAINMAN. WE MEET AGAIN.” roared 

Satan, “BUT THIS TIME, YOU’RE GOING TO DIE.” 

 “I’m already dead you LAMER.” said Johnny, “And the name’s 

Johnny THUNDER.” Then he slipped on his cool guy shades as Satan 

snarled with mad. 

 Skeleton Doctor was pushing his hospital cart through the luscious 

Sacramento estate for everyone’s lives. But he was getting tired, because it 

was a lot of bones to be hauling. Suddenly a voice called out to him. 

 “Yo, dude! Follow us!” 

 He turned around and saw KISS waving at him from a hole in the 

ground. He immediately knew they were there to help him, like they 

always were for loyal fans. He threw all the skeleton bones into the hole 

after then and fitted Suzie in because she was skinny. He jumped in after 

them and the hole closed. That’s what she said. 

 “We’re here to save you.” said KISS, “But first, let’s check on 

Johnny Thunder.” and they took out an Orb of Thunder and looked into it. 

 Satan and Johnny Thunder were in a deadlock. No matter how 

many times Johnny would throw the brick, Satan would catch it and throw 

it back through him. Both sides were equally matched. 
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 “I’M SICK OF YOUR GAMES, JOHNNY LUMBER.” roared 

Satan with negativity, as he threw the brick again. 

 “Tough toenails, Satan.” grinned Johnny as the brick went right 

through him, ”You’ll never get past me.” 

 Suddenly Satan had an idea. Johnny was a ghost. The solution was 

so obvious. He reached over for the phone hanging on the wall. 

 “Who are you calling, nerd? Your mom?” asked Johnny Thunder. 

 “NO, IDIOT.” said Satan. He held out the phone and yelled 

“SUCK!” 

 The phone quickly sucked Johnny into its speaker before he even 

had a chance to react. 

 “I KNEW PUTTING GHOST SUCKERS IN ALL OF THE 

PHONES ON EARTH WOULD COME IN HANDY ONE DAY.” Satan 

laughed with evil. 

 NOW TO BE KILLING THAT BONEY DOCTOR AND 

EVERYONE ELSE! he thought, and he ran outside where Skeleton Doctor 

had gone. 

 “UH OH, we’re in trouble now!” said KISS. 

 “We’ve got to keep moving” said other KISS. 

 “Thanks for looking out for us.” said Skeleton Sacramento’s head. 

 “No problem dudes.” said the first KISS, “We’re gonna bring you 

guys back to Kisslorian and treat your wounds. But first we gotta pass 

through the SEWERS OF SORROW.” 

 “That sounds terrible.” said Skeleton Doctor. 
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“It is.” said KISS, and they began to lead the way into the Sorrow Sewers. 

 

Part III of Part IV: Journey to KISSlorian 

 

 “KISS, I don’t like the looks of this at all.” said Skeleton 

Sacramento, who had become quite spooked by the tunnel of dark sadness 

they now faced. It was dark and sad. Very much so. 

 “It’s going to be fine, Sacramento.” said KISS, “We just need to 

think happy thoughts and keep going. And pray we don’t run into… 

 “HO-HO!” laughed a booming voice from the shadows ahead of 

them. 

 “DAMMIT!” exclaimed KISS, “It’s Royvart, the Demon Barber!” 

 “That’s demon barbarian, KISS.” the boice voomed. 

 And out stomped Royvart, the Demon Bavarian. He was 8 foot tall 

and had muscles bigger than an average person’s muscles. He was very 

intimidating looking. And he was wearing a hood. Very spooky, fits the 

theme. 

 “I am here to destroy you, KISS!” he roared. 

 “NO!” said KISS. 

 “YOU can’t stop the power of music, NOTHING CAN!” said the 

other KISS. 

 They took out their guitars and other instruments that KISS plays 

and they played so good that the tunnel collapsed on Royvart. His legs got 

crushed. 
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 “OOOOOWWWWWWW!!!! You defeated me!” he WIMPered. 

“I’m sorry for saying I was going to destroy you. Please help me out of the 

spot I now find myself in. You guys Rock!” 

 “We’ll send a Medicine KISS to come back for you.” said KISS, 

and then they continued their journey. 

 Sacramento checked on his daughter. ”SHE’S STILL 

UNCONSCIOUS!” he bellowed with sadness. 

 “I could have told you that.” diagnosed Skeleton Doctor. 

 “Everyone hush. I thought I heard Satan.” said Skeleton Boss. 

 “YOU DID!!!!!!” roared Satan. He was right behind them!!!! 

 “RUN!” yelled KISS, and they jumped on some horses that were 

there and started riding instead of running actually. 

 “We’re almost there!” cried KISS. 

 “ROCK OOOOOOOOOON!!!!” yelled other KISS. 

 They jumped over a big hole in the ground, and the sewer water 

rose up to block Satan. 

 “THAT’S FUCKING GROSS!” yelled Satan, and he went away 

for the time being. 

 They continued riding for several hours, and then it was there! 

KISSlorian, the City of KISS. It was shaped like a giant guitar, but you 

could only see that from an aerial view. So no one knew that it was shaped 

like a guitar. 

 “Lets now get you all to a doctor!” said KISS. 

 “You fucking idiots, I’m a doctor.” said Skeleton Doctor, and he 
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got pissed off and walked away. 

 “Let’s say thank you to KISS everyone.” said KISS. 

 “Thank you, KISS.” said everyone that was there. They all threw 

up the metal horn-things with their fingers. 

 “We must now prepare our soldiers for the coming war.” said 

another KISS. 

 “I smell a battle.” said Skeleton Boss. 

 and then Satan came bursting through the sewer wall and yelled 

“YES YOU DO!!!” 

 

Part V: The Bravery of Skeleton Doctor 

 

 “MAN THE ROCK CANNONS!” said KISS, as he cocked his 

guitar. 

 Satan and his scary robots were coming through the wall and 

running at them with gusto. His robots were green and were all armed with 

guns that shoot bricks. 

 KISSlorian was surrounded by a mighty wall of rock and also a 

magical rock shield! The music kind because KISS. 

 Satan was angry at this musical defense. 

 “I’M ANGRY!” he shouted loudly, “ROBOT GENERAL! 

REPORT!” 

 “Beep bop, boop beep. Boop beep bop boop!”reported Robot 

General. 
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 “AH, GOOD! THE MUSICAL SHIELD CANNOT HOLD 

FOREVER THEN!” laughed Satan. 

 Behind the walls, KISS was panicking. 

 “Dudes! Our musical shield cannot hold forever!” said KISS, “We 

need to figure out a way to make them leave us alone!” 

 Doctor Bones puffed out his boney chest 

 “I’ll go out there.” said Skeleton Doctor grimly, “I’ll go out there 

with nothing but my bones and beat them all up.” 

 “Skeleton Doctor, NO!” Skeleton Sacramento exclaimed. “We 

know you’re a Doctor of Fighting, but not even you can beat up all of those 

robots!” 

 “DO YOU SEE ANY OTHER OPTIONS?” demanded Skeleton 

Doctor. “I took an oath when you hired me; that I would always keep you 

all healthy. And now look! Suzie got a brick thrown at her head, and I 

couldn’t stop it!!!!” 

 "If only we could reach our time machine outside the city walls 

that was being worked on, but it was being worked on too loudly and 

people were complaining about the noise which is why we moved it 

outside of the city walls, also it's finished now so if only we could reach it 

then we could stop Satan from being an unstoppable baseball player!" 

explained KISS in a single breath because he was a singer and had stronger 

lungs than most people. 

 Skeleton Doctor began running outside. 

 “NOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” yelled Skeleton 
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Sacramento. 

 And then Skeleton Doctor beat up all of the robots with nothing 

but his bones. He was too fast for them to shoot at! Good! 

 And then Suzie woke up finally just now! “I’m awake just now!” 

she said, and began dancing around. 

 “The love of Skeleton Doctor broke the brick’s curse!” cried 

Skeleton Sacramento with tears in his eye sockets. 

 “Where is my fiance, Johnny Thunder?” Suzie asked. 

 “He is safe.” lied KISS to protect Suzie's feelings, “but never mind 

that now! Skeleton Doctor is doing battle with SATAN!!!!!!!!!” 

 “I RECOGNIZE YOUR FIGHTING STYLE!” laughed Satan. 

“THE FLYING LOTUS-BONES!” 

 Skeleton Doctor smirked. “That is correct, fat ass. And if you 

know that, you must also know that it is UNBEATABLE!!” 

 “IT WOULD BE, SKELETON DOCTOR, IT WOULD BE.” said 

Satan…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………… “IF I HADN’T 

INVENTED IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” 

 And then he took his skin off and was also a skeleton!!!! DEVIL 

SKELETON! 

 

Part 0, The Lost Prequel: The Wife of Skeleton Sacramento 
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 “Hi babe.” said Skeleton Sacramento to his lovely wife. 

 “Oh hai Skeleton.” said Cynthia Sacramento, as she leaned in to 

kiss his cheek bone with love. 

 “How was your day?” inquired Skeleton with skeletal curiosity, 

“and how is our baby?” 

 “Everything’s groovy.” she said, and patted her pregnant belly, 

“Say, do you hear something???” she asked. 

 And then a giant snake crashed through the wall of their mansion 

and crushed Cynthia. 

 “NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!! 

CYYYYYYYYNTIAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” cried Skeleton 

Sacramento loudly. 

 The giant snaked slithered away, taking along with it all of 

Skeleton Sacramento’s hopes and dreams for the future. 

 “BAAAAH HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!” laughed Satan on his 

mighty hunting steed, as he rode through the hole in the wall. “WHAT’S 

THE MATTER, SKELETON? CAT GOT YOUR WIFE?” 

 “You bastard!” roared Skeleton Sacramento, “You shouldn’t be 

hunting giant snakes in human territory!!!!” 

 “I CAN DO WHATEVER I WANT, SKELETON.” roared Satan. 

“MY BODY FAT PERCENTAGE IS .05%. I’M 300 POUNDS OF ALL 

MUSCLES. YOU’RE A HUNDRED POUNDS OF BRITTLE STICKS!!!!” 

 And then he reached over from his horse and slapped Sacramento 

in the head, knocking him down. 
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 “BWAHHHH HAHAHAHAHA!!! SEE YOU AROUND, 

SKELETON!” and then Satan rode away after the snake. 

 Skeleton Sacramento lied on the floor next to his dead wife for a 

long time crying. And then he heard a crying sound. Their baby was born! 

 “I’m going to call you Suzie.” he said as he took her up, “Because 

Suzie Sacramento is a great name.” 

 And then he joined the Law Offices of Skeleton Boss, and fought 

for justice for victims of monster hunting accidents!!! Like him! 

 

Part VI: Time to Spare 

 

 "It can't be!" exclaimed Skeleton Doctor. "How can you be a 

skeleton?" 

 "EVERYONE'S A SKELETON ON THE INSIDE!" laughed 

Skeleton Devil. "YOU THINK YOU'RE SPECIAL?!?!" 

 "I know I am!" retorted Skeleton Doctor, and then he karate 

chopped at Skeleton Devil's head. But Skeleton Devil karate chopped it 

away and snorted in amusement. 

 "YOU'RE A PITIFUL SPECIMEN, SKELETON DOCTOR! YOU 

CAN'T HOPE TO DEFEAT ME WITH NOTHING BUT YOUR 

BONES!!!" 

 "You're right..." Skeleton Doctor admitted, and then he grabbed a 

brick gun and shot at Devil Skeleton. 
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 "FOOL! HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN THAT I WAS ON THE 

BASEBALL TEAM?!?!" roared Devil Skeleton. 

 "I remember!" said Skeleton Doctor, "I wasn't shooting at YOU!" 

 "WHAT?!?!" and Devil Skeleton turned around. 

 KISS'S time machine! It had been activated by the brick hitting it! 

"I'M GOING TO BACK IN TIME TO STOP YOU FROM JOINING THE 

BASEBALL TEAM!" yelled Skeleton Doctor 

 "YOU'LL NEVER SUCCEED!" roared Skeleton Devil, "NO 

DOCTOR HAS EVER TRAVELED THROUGH TIME!!!!" 

 "Then I'll be the first." said Skeleton Doctor, and he jumped over 

Skeleton Devil and into the time machine. 

 "See you in the past!" he said. 

 AND THEN HE WAS GONE! 

 

Part VII: My Doctor is a Skeleton Who Travels Through Time 

  

Skeleton Doctor fell out of the sky in the KISS time machine and fell into 

Satan's house in hell. 

 "Ouch." he said, "Just kidding, I'm a badass." 

 "WHO ARE YOU?!?!" screamed Mama Satan. 
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 "I'm Doctor DEATH." he said menacingly, and grabbed a cloak 

from a nearby hamper and put the hood up. 

 Then he karate chopped her head in half. 

 "Mommy nooooooooo!!!" cried Little Satan from the other side of 

the room. 

 "Your mom is dead, kid." said Skeleton Doctor Death, "Now you 

can't afford to go to baseball camp." 

 And then he kicked Satan in the head, and he flew across the room. 

 "Now the Sacramento family will finally be safe." the Doctor 

announced triumphantly, and returned to the time machine. But it was 

broken by the crash! 

 "NOOOOOOOOOOO!!! I'M TRAPPED IN TIME!!!!!!" he 

announced with devastation, "But WAIT! I have an idea!" and he grabbed 

Satan's arm and forced him over to the time machine. 

 "Use your devil magic to make it work!" he demanded. 

 "WAAAHHHHHHHHH!! I WANT MY MOMMYYYY!!!!!" 

cried Little Satan. 

 "SHE'S DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAD!!!!" 

roared Skeleton Doctor Death, "And you will be too if you don't follow my 

demands and instructions!!!!" and then he made a spooky face at him. 

 Little Satan shrieked in fear and then fixed the time machine with 
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his magic. Skeleton Doctor Death hopped in and said, "GET IN, KID. I'LL 

HAVE MORE USE FOR YOU." 

 And then they were off. In Time! 

 

Part MMXII: Skeleton Doctor Saves The World 

 

 "Where are we going?" cried Little Satan. 

 "Shut up, kid. We're going to save the world." said Skeleton 

Doctor Death cockily. 

 He set the date destination on the time machine's control panel to 

2012 and they arrived instantly. Skeleton Doctor Death put his hood up and 

prepared for a night of frights. 

 "Why are we in 2012?" asked Little Satan. 

 "Shut up, kid. The planet is in grave danger from a time traveling 

bad guy. Who is also a Mayan." explained Deadly Bones, "Also, call me 

Deadly Bones from now on." 

 "Why are you being so mean to me?" complained Little Satan. 

 Skeleton- I mean Deadly Bones thought about the question for the 

moment. This tiny creature would one day mature into his greatest enemy. 

But at the moment, he wasn't. What if being a dick to him was what made 

him such a complete asshole? Deadly Bones realized this was a good 
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possibility, but immediately dismissed it because he didn't have time to be 

nice. The Sacramento family's welfare was all he cared about, and no 

matter what happened, he would protect them. And thus, he gave himself 

his blessing to continue being a dick. 

 "Shut up, kid." said Deadly Bones, and he jumped into the sky and 

split an airplane in half with his leg. 

 He landed with the grace of a swan or a grasshopper. And then he 

struck a pose. 

 "But how do you know all this?" inquired Little Satan skeptically. 

 "I'm a doctor." explained Deadly Bones. 

 "That doesn't answer my question at all." said Little Satan. 

 Deadly Bones jumped into the sky and destroyed another airplane. 

 "Do you believe me now?" he asked, as the rain of fire rained 

down in flames. 

 "I do." said Little Satan. "Please, teach me your ways." 

 "No." said Deadly Bones. "You and I can never be friends. Or 

student and master." And he looked away into the night with intrigue and 

mystery. Half spooky, half enigmatic. 

 "But I want to be like you when I grow up! I want to be a skeleton, 

too!" cried Little Satan. 

 "YOU HAVE NO IDEA WHAT IT'S LIKE" yelled Deadly Bones, 
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and he made a really, really spooky face at him, with menace. "YOU 

DON'T KNOW WHAT IT'S LIKE... to have to cover yourself in public. As 

if my bones were something to be ashamed of! THERE'S NO SHAME IN 

THESE BONES!!!" 

 And he ripped off his cloak and stretched out his bone-arms, and 

faced the sky defiantly. 

 "WE ARE ALL SKELETONS ON THE INSIDE. WE ARE ALL 

BONES! WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT IS HOW WE USE THOSE 

BONES!!!" and he yelled with mightyness and ferocity. 

 "You're so fucking great." said Little Satan. 

 Deadly Bones looked down suddenly with anger. "Don't you ever 

curse again." he said sternly. "This world is not a place for curses... or 

bricks..." he whispered, "BUT ENOUGH OF THIS! It's TIME to stop the 

Mayan bad guy who's going to destroy the world!" 

 "I'M ALREADY HERE!" said a voice from behind them. They 

spun around and there he was. 

 A 5 foot, 10 inch Mayan. He was half naked. And he was carrying 

a ceremonial dagger. 

 "You're going to die, skeleton! Just like this world!" he shrieked, 

and he started running toward them with wildness and crazy. 

 Deadly Bones assumed the Flying Lotus-Bones pose. He felt 

confident in his own safety, but he couldn't help but feel worry for the 
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young devil. 

 "AIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIIIII!!!!!" 

yelled the Mayan, and he started aiming for Little Satan. 

 "NOOOOOOOOO!" roared Deadly Bones, and he punched his 

arm in the way of the dagger, and it struck his arm bones. 

 "AIAIAIAIAIAIAIAIA!!!! You can't hope to defeat me with just 

one arm, skeleton!" laughed the Mayan. 

 "You fucking idiot, that literally did nothing to me." said Deadly 

Bones, "Except COMPLETE THE RITUAL." 

 "WHAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!" exclaimed the Mayan as they were 

all surrounded by hell-beasts. 

 "Did someone call?" asked the Knight, who appeared in a poof of 

dark magic. 

 "Yes." said Deadly Bones as he flexed his bones, "I'll need this 

man's corpse cleaned up after I'm done mixed martial artsing him to death." 

 "Very good, sir." said the Knight, and the hell-beasts howled with 

anticipation. 

 Deadly Bones threw the knife away and the Mayan and him 

circled around each other. The Mayan made a wild lunge at him, and 

Deadly Bones quickly dodged his swings and got a grip in the Mayan's 

chest with his skeleton fingers, and flung him into the sky and into a plane. 
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The plane crashed. And it rained blood and fire and then the hell-beasts ate 

all of the evidence. 

 "2012 is saved." announced Deadly Bones. "I did it." 

 

Part VIII: Trouble in Time! 

 

 The time machine roared through the indescribable (so I won't) 

vacuum of space, and exploded out into the bright blue sky.  They had 

returned to the time just a few hours before Suzie discovered she was 

pregnant. 

 "I JUST HOPE WE'RE NOT TOO LATE!" yelled Deadly Bones 

over the roaring wind. 

 "Well we have a time machine..." murmured Little Satan. 

 "Did you say something clever?" asked Deadly Bones 

threateningly, and he made a spooky face at him. 

 "No..." said Little Satan sadly.  He  turned away.  They had been 

traveling through history for months, having all sorts of wild adventures, 

yet Deadly Bones continued to treat him like shit.  Tears welled up in his 

eyes. 

 Deadly Bones could sense his sadness. 

 "Are you crying?" the Doctor asked, with a hint of remorse. 
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 "No!" squeaked Little Satan.  He wasn't about to let Deadly Bones 

see him cry. 

 Deadly Bones could see through his facade of bravery. 

 "BOO!" he yelled, and made a really fucking spooky face at 

him.  One of the spookiest faces of all time. 

 "WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHH!" cried Little Satan 

in absolute terror. 

 Deadly Bones removed his hood and set the time machine to 

hover.  They were still a good half-mile in the air.  He turned and grabbed 

Little Satan by the shoulders. 

 "Listen to me, young one." he said sternly.  "Don't you ever be 

afraid of ANYTHING.  Plenty of stuff in this world will try to scare 

you.  But if you let things in life scare you, you give them power over 

you.  If nothing scares you, then you're literally invincible.  Do you 

understand me?" 

 "I'm not sure that's true..." whimpered Little Satan with doubt. 

 And with that, Deadly Bones tossed Little Satan overboard.  He 

fell through the sky screaming, and crashed on to the ground far below, 

dead. 

 Deadly Bones shook his head.  "If only he wasn't afraid of 

falling..." he said, and jumped down fearlessly like a professional 

diver.  He landed gracefully on his feet, and struck a super-cool 
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pose.  When he finished posing, he returned to the Sacramento house, and 

was delighted to find everyone safe and sound with no memory of the 

battle at KISSlorian. 

 Suddenly, the door burst down. IT WAS SATAN! 

 "YOU THOUGHT YOU COULD JUST KILL ME AND 

RESOLVE ALL OF THOSE SEPARATE PLOT POINTS, DIDN'T 

YOU?  WELL, IT'S NOT THAT EASY!" he snarled angrily, and chucked a 

brick a Suzie's head.  She fell to the ground, unconscious. 

 "That's impossible!  I not only ensured that you couldn't attend 

baseball camp, I also killed you!" exclaimed Deadly Bones. 

 "NO, SKELETON.  BEFORE I HIT THE GROUND, I 

REMEMBERED WHAT YOU HAD TOLD ME ONLY MOMENTS 

BEFORE.  IF I DID NOT FEAR FALLING OUT OF THE SKY, IT 

COULD NOT HURT ME.  SO I SURVIVED AND RECOVERED THE 

TIME MACHINE.  AND I MURDERED THE BASEBALL COACH'S 

SON, SO HE WOULD TAKE ME AS HIS NEW APPRENTICE!!!!!!" 

 "You sly son of a bitch..." muttered Deadly Bones. 

 "NOW ALLOW ME TO INTRODUCE YOU TO MY SON." he 

roared, and in stepped a blood-red devil skeleton. 

 "WAT." exclaimed everyone. 

 "HE IS THE PRODUCT OF SUZIE'S EGG, EITHER 

SKELETON BOY OR JOHNNY THUNDER'S SPERM OR SKELETON 
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SPERM, AND THE DEVIL-MAGIC OF MY WIFE'S WOMB." 

 "That's not how reproduction works!" retorted Deadly Bones. 

 "SUZIE WAS PREGNANT?!" roared Skeleton Sacramento. 

 "YES, AND I TRICKED DEADLY BONES INTO THINKING 

THIS WAS THE TIME BEFORE HE TRANSFERRED THE BABY TO 

MY WIFE.  ALSO, I WENT FORWARD IN TIME TO COLLECT MY 

SON.  OBVIOUSLY." 

 "What the hell is going on here?" said Skeleton Doctor, as he 

walked in from the other room. 

 "This is entirely too fucked up." said Deadly Bones, and he ran 

outside.  He kept running, and running, until he formulated a plan.  And 

then he ran some more. 

 After many weeks of running, he arrived at the top of a mountain 

with an ancient castle.  He threw open the doors.  Inside, was an old man 

with silver skin. 

 "I come seeking training." announced Deadly Bones. 

 "I know why you are here." said the old man.  "We will begin 

immediately." 

 "Thank you, Master Makina" said Deadly Bones, relieved. 

 "Please, skeleton.  Call me Deyoosex." 
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Part I of IX: An Unanticipated Expedition 

 

 Deadly Bones slammed his skeleton fist on the ancient coffee table. 

 "WHAT DO YOU MEAN YOU CAN'T HELP ME FIX THE 

TIMELINE!" he demanded angrily. 

 "I cannot give you the power to control time.  I can only help you 

start on your path." replied Master Makina calmly, his silver skin shining in 

the darkness of the ancient castle's ancient living room, the only light 

emitting from the LCD T.V. on the wall. 

 "What do I have to do?" asked Deadly Bones. 

 "In order to control time, there are three steps." 

 "What is the first step, oh silver one?" 

 "First, you must... BECOME A GOD." 

 "Without even knowing how, I'm confident that I can achieve that 

with ease. So how am I supposed to do that?" inquired Deadly Bones. 

 "The only way for a skeleton to become a god is to slay another 

god." said Master Makina, "And only one skeleton has ever slayed a god..." 

"Skeleton Devil." said Deadly Bones, knowingly. 

"Mhmm hmm. He slayed Wimpio, the god of weakness. Threw him into a 

star. Now, I recommend you choose a similarly weak target..." 
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 "Zeus." 

 Master Makina blinked. 

 "...Zeus?" he repeated, stunned.  

 "I am going to fucking kill Zeus." 

 "You must be mad, skeleton." 

 Deadly Bones put on his best cocky look.  But inside, he was even 

more confident than he appeared.  He flexed his bones. 

 "These bones of mine are deadly.  No man, and no god is a match 

for me.  I am the greatest doctor of fighting who ever lived." he said, 

confidence oozing all over the place. 

 "Perhaps, skeleton.  But it is a long journey.  You should bring a 

companion with you." 

 "I have no need for peasants tagging along, riding my glorious 

coattails." laughed Deadly Bones. 

 "I beg you to reconsider, skeleton.  I have no doubt that he will be 

useful to you." 

 "'He?'" asked the badass time-traveling mma fighting skeleton 

doctor, "Did you have someone in mind?" 

 "I believe you've met him before, skeleton." said Master Makina, 

and he signaled toward the shadow at the doorway.  A figure approached. 

 Deadly Bone's eye sockets lit up. 
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 "Royvart." 

 "Did you miss me, Skeleton Doctor?" 

 

Part II of Part IX: My Bones are the Bones that will Pierce the 

Sky 

 

 Deadly Bones and Royvart began their arduous journey to Mount 

Olympus. After several months of walking, Royvart collapsed from 

exhaustion and died. 

 Deadly Bones continued on alone.  There was no time for grief. 

 When he reached the base of the mountain, he began climbing.  He 

climbed as fast as his mighty bones would allow him.  Along the way, he 

encountered a mighty sphinx blocking his path. 

 "Greetings, skeleton!  If you wish to pass this way, you must 

answer three riddles!" 

 "I'll answer a single riddle, lion-creature.  And not a single more." 

insisted Deadly Bones, as he stopped to catch his skeleton breath. 

 "VERY WELL, SKELETON.  IF YOU INSIST, YOU WILL 

RECEIVE A SINGLE RIDDLE THAT IS A HUNDRED TIMES 

HARDER." roared the sphinx 

 "You're playing the wrong game with the wrong skeleton." said 
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Deadly Bones, and he karate chopped the sphinx, knocking it out.  He 

continued on, deadly as ever. 

 Finally, he reached the gates to Zeus's palace. 

 It was guarded by a cyber-dragon.  It was all super-metal and 

painted gold with spikes protruding out of every inch of its body. 

 "A cyber-dragon!" exclaimed Deadly Bones, "If there was ever a 

test of my might, this is it." and then he began wrestling with the mighty 

beast, unleashing as many karate-chops and karate-kicks as he could. 

 But the dragon would not fall.  Deadly Bones's bones weren't 

deadly enough!  He had finally met his match! 

 It seemed hopeless, and Deadly Bones was about to give up and 

walk away, when suddenly there was a spooky piano playing spooky music. 

 A magical spirit-being appeared before him. 

 "WHAT ARE YOU!?" asked Deadly Bones, amazed. 

 "I AM THE SPIRIT OF FIGHTING, DEADLY BONES. THE 

MAGICAL RAGE THAT FLOWS THROUGH EVERY GREAT 

FIGHTER." it boomed spookily. 

 "That's impossible!  You're not in me, and I'm the greatest fighter 

in the world!" retorted Deadly Bones. 

 "NOOOO DEADLY BONES, I WAS WITH YOU ALL 

ALONG.  I WAS LYING DORMANT INSIDE YOU, WAITING TO 
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BUST OUT AND GIVE YOU THE POWER YOU'VE ALWAYS 

DREAMED OOOOOOOOOOOOOF!" 

 "But why NOW, Spirit?" asked Deadly Bones. 

 "Because without me, you cannot defeat the cyber-dragon!" replied 

the Spirit. 

 Deadly Bones felt a rage in his bones the like of which he had 

never felt. 

 "I DON'T NEED YOU, SPIRIT!" he shouted spookily, "I DON'T 

NEED ANYTHING BUT MY OWN BONES!" 

 And with that he lunged at the dragon and karate-chopped its head 

clean off.  Then he pointed the dragon's head and pulled the its tongue, 

causing fire to erupt from the mouth and destroy the spirit. 

 "I AM READY." said Deadly Bones, "ZEUS, THESE BONES 

ARE COMING FOR YOU!" 

 

Part III of Part IX: Bones and Lightning 

 Zeus came storming out from the gates. 

 "WHO HAS SLAIN MY CYBER-DRAGON?!" he bellowed, 

brandishing his lightning bolt. 

 "It is I." Deadly Bones announced, "The bones that have come to 

end your reign." 
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 "YOU THINK YOU CAN DEFEAT ME?" Zeus roared, flexing 

his godly muscles, "I'VE BROKEN SKELETONS TWICE YOUR SIZE." 

 "But not one half as deadly." said Deadly Bones coolly, and he 

entered the Flying Lotus-Bones stance. 

 Suddenly, there was a roar behind Deadly Bones.  He spun around 

and was shocked to see Royvart riding the sphinx up the mountain. 

 "I'm here to help you, Deadly Bones!" Royvart yelled,  "Come, 

comrade, let us crush this deity!" 

 Zeus flung a lightning bolt the size of a house and zapped Royvart 

off the sphinx.  He tumbled off the mountain and fell, surely dead.  The 

sphinx growled at Deadly Bones.  He now had two opponents to face, but 

he did not doubt his own deadliness. 

 The sphinx lunged at him, but he ducked down and karate-kicked 

it into Zeus's face at 100 miles per hour.  Zeus karate-chopped it to the 

ground and jumped toward Deadly Bones, lightning bolt in hand.  He 

swung at Deadly Bones, but Deadly Bones turned to the side and elbowed 

Zeus in the face.  Zeus leapt back, stunned. 

 "HOW ARE YOU SO TOUGH?" he demanded.  "No skeleton has 

ever been able to elbow me in the face before!" 

 "Because," said Deadly Bones deadlyly, "These bones of mine are 

the most deadly thing in the universe.  I've been to hell and back, I've paid 

my deadly dues, and nothing in this world can stop me!" 
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 "That's where you're wrong, skeleton!  You have not yet seen my 

TRUE FORM!!!!!" roared Zeus, as he turned into a giant Lightning 

Scorpion. 

 He charged our beloved hero, and stung him right in the 

bones.  Electric poison coursed through Deadly Bones's bones, but he stood 

tall, and swung his arm, casting the Zeus Scorpion back.  The blow was 

trivial.  Deadly Bones could not be stopped. 

 And at that moment, Deadly Bones felt a massive surge of 

energy.  Martial-arts techniques from every corner of the universe flooded 

into his mind.  His skeleton-brain surged with combat talent.  He knew then 

and there that he had become the new Spirit of Fighting.  He raced toward 

Zeus, all bones and bravery. 

 "I CAN'T LOSE, ZEUS.  THESE BONES OF MINE GLOW 

WITH AN AWESOME POWER.  THEIR BURNING GRIP TELLS ME 

TO DEFEAT YOU!" 

 He punched Zeus so hard in the nose that Zeus exploded and that 

was the deadly end of that. 

 "I've done it." said Deadly Bones, "I have killed a god." 

 "Good, Deadly Bones, good." said Master Makina, who had 

appeared at his side,  "You now possess godliness, which means you can 

wield the Staff of Time." 

 "Where is the staff, Master?" 
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 "It is in the belly of a giant snake." 

 Deadly Bones's boneheart skipped a boney beat.  "What snake is 

it?" he asked. 

 "The Wifekiller." 

 

Part X: One Skeleton's Quest for Power, and Another Skeleton's 

Quest for Vengeance 

 

 Deadly Bones flew through the air with majesty. Now that he was 

a god, nothing could stop him, ever. Especially not wind resistance. 

 He had one mission: To kill the Wifekiller, the deadliest of all 

deadly giant snakes. 

 It wouldn't be easy. Giant snakes are dangerous to hunt, even for 

gods. They also had extreme camouflage which made them very difficult to 

detect. 

 Deadly Bones wasn't worried. But he knew another certain 

skeleton that would want in on the hunt: 

 Skeleton Sacramento; his wife was the wife that gave the 

Wifekiller its name. With her corpse. That incident is what made Skeleton 

Sacramento become a skeleton lawyer. 

 He arrived in the air over the Sacramento home and stopped.  He'd 
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been keeping a secret since his return, and now was the time to reveal it. 

 He jumped through the roof of the Sacramento home, and 

everyone was still hanging out.  Even Satan.  They had all agreed to wait 

for Deadly Bones' return and had been waiting for months.  Suzie was in 

the hospital though, still in a baseball-brick curse coma. 

 "SO YOU HAVE RETURNED, DOCTOR." he yelled loudly like 

an idiot, "HAVE YOU PREPARED YOURSELF TO DIE AT THE 

HANDS OF ME AND MY SKELETON-SON?" 

 "No, idiot." said Deadly Bones like the coolest goddamn mother 

fucker who ever existed.  "And I'll tell you why; THAT CRIMSON 

SKELETON IS NOT YOUR SKELETON SON." 

 "WAT" roared Satan, "YOU'RE LYING!!!" 

 "No," said Deadly Bones, continuing to be cool as ice, "Suzie's 

child was a girl skeleton.  That crimson skeleton can only mean one thing: 

 YOUR WIFE CHEATED ON YOU!!!" 

 "NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!" roared Satan like a giant red 

baby. 

 "Yes, you fool.  While you were out playing baseball, your poor 

wife was obviously not being satisfied.  She must have cheated on you with 

another skeleton.  But now's not the time for this- 
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 "Oh, I think this is exactly the time for this." said Skeleton 

Sacramento, looking like a smug motherfucker. 

 "Satan, IT WAS ME. *I* IMPREGNATED YOUR WIFE, AND 

CRIMSON SKELETON IS MY SON." 

 And then Crimson Skeleton stabbed Satan in the back with a bone-

knife. 

 "The ritual is complete!" laughed Skeleton Sacramento.  "Finally, 

after all these years, my revenge is here!" 

 Blood fell from Satan's back and the hell-beasts were 

summoned.  They started attacking Satan and he ran into the street to be 

mauled. 

 "Now, Skeleton Doctor #2, what else do you have to tell us?" 

 "Please, sir, call me Deadly Bones." said Deadly Bones.  "I'm not 

the doctor I once was.  I'm far more darker and mysterious and deadly." 

 "Ok" said Skeleton Sacramento. 

 "I'm here to bring you with me to kill the giant snake that killed 

your wife!  And then I can fix the timelines!" said Deadly Bones. 

 "Oh... 

 Skeleton Sacramento's eye sockets lit up with rage and happiness. 

 "LET'S GO THEN!" he roared, "Crimson Skeleton, you stay here 

with Skeleton Doctor #1 and fix the house up.  Skeleton Boss, I'm afraid 
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I'm going to be late for work." 

 "Go." said Skeleton Boss, "Avenge your wife.  And here, take this 

magical gift." and he handed Skeleton Sacramento a pair of brass knuckles 

infused with demonic super-magick. 

 "I received these brass knuckles from a demonic boxer after he 

couldn't pay me for handling his lawsuit. I murdered him and turned him 

into these brass knuckles. They will give you the power to punch the ever 

loving fuck out of anything." 

 "This is a wonderful gift!" said Skeleton Sacramento, "Thank you, 

Boss!" 

 "It's my pleasure, Sacramento. But let me warn you; do not use 

them in hatred. For as Friedrich Nietzsche once said, 'Beware that, when 

fighting monsters, you yourself do not become a monster.'" 

 "Thank you, Skeleton Boss. I also took Introduction to 

Philosophy." 

 "Let's get going" said Deadly Bones, and he kicked a hole in the 

wall and struck a pose, and then used his magic power to fix it after 

walking through it. 

 "Vengeance will finally be mine." said Skeleton Sacramento 

spookily. 
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Part XI: For Whom the Bones Toll 

 

 The B-Fighters flew through the air using Deadly Bones' god-

powers.  They stopped off at Mount Olympus, which Deadly Bones 

renamed Mount Deadly, and they resurrected Royvart the Barbarian with 

the Scroll of Resurrection. 

 "THANK YOU, SKELETON!" boomed Royvart, and he shook his 

hand. 

 "We'll have great need of your strength today, Royvart." said 

Godly Bones.  "By the way, call me Godly Bones from now on." 

 They traveled to the Snake Pits, the home of all things 

slithery.  Skeleton Sacramento's rage could not be contained. 

 "I'M COMING FOR YOU, WIFEKILLER!" he roared as spooky 

as anything's ever been. 

 And then the snake ambushed them and slapped them all out of the 

sky with its tail.  All but Godly Bones and Skeleton Sacramento. 

 So really just Royvart.  He landed at a bad angle and broke his 

neck. 

 Skeleton Sacramento resurrected him once again. Good thing 

Skeleton Boss gave him such a cool gift.  

 "I KILLED YOUR WIFE, BRO." hissed Wifekiller like a prick. 
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"I know that, idiot!  That's why I'm here to avenge her!" yelled Sacramento 

as he jumped from the sky on to the Wifekiller's head. 

 He punched the snake in the skull with such fury that even Godly 

Bones was amazed.  No skeleton had ever been as angry as this 

skeleton.  Surely. 

 The Wifekiller got a concussion and passed out.  Godly Bones 

flew into its mouth and retrieved the Staff of Time. 

 "Is there a doctor in the house?" asked Royvart.  "This snake has a 

concussion!" 

 "I DON'T  GIVE A SHIT." said Skeleton Sacramento.  "This snake 

killed my wife!" 

 "WAIT!  WAIT!" said Godly Bones. "I... I... am a doctor... or I 

was..." 

 He looked in a conveniently placed mirror moodily. 

 "What have I become?" he asked spookily.  "Is this the way things 

are supposed to be?" 

 "WHO EVEN AM I ANY MORE?!" roared Godly Dead 

Bones.  "AM I A DOCTOR?  A GOD?  OR A 

MOOOONSSSTERRRR?!?!?!??!?!?!?!?!?!?" 

 And he flew into space with the Staff of Time and threw it into a 

black hole with majesty and grace like a badass. 
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 "YOU FOOL!" yelled Master Makina, who had a habit of 

appearing out of thin air.  "If the Staff of Time is destroyed, you won't be 

able to-whoaaa!" 

 And Bony Gods threw Master Makina into the black hole as well. 

 "I'M TIRED OF BEING A GOD." he yelled with all the 

spookiness of the cosmos. 

 He landed at the snake's side and used his doctor powers to help it. 

 "WHAT ARE YOU DOING!?" asked Sacramento.  "This snake 

KILLED MY WIFE!" 

 "NO, my dear employer." said Godly Doctor, "This snake was 

merely slithering away from Satan.  You know that.  IT DID NOT MEAN 

TO.  AND EVEN IF IT DID, WE CANNOT BLAME CREATURES FOR 

ACTING IN THEIR NATURE.  IS IT NOT, AFTER ALL, ALL THEY 

ARE CAPABLE OF?" he said skeletonphilisophically. 

 "It is in the nature of snakes to run/slither when being hunted by 

assholes.  And it is in the nature of Satan to be an asshole." he said.  And he 

struck a cool pose.  It was the Thinker pose- the sculpture by Auguste 

Rodin. God damn, what a cool pose. 

 "I'm not really an asshole." said Satan, who had just appeared 

then.  "I just never had a mom growing up, so my life is shit." 

 "I know, Satan.  And that's my fault." said Doctor God.  "I 

murdered your mother because I forgot who I was." 
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 "I'm not a killer." said Bonesly God Doctor.  "I'm a Doctor." 

 "Can you ever forgive me for sleeping with your wife?" asked 

Sacramento to Satan. 

 "Only if you can forgive me for killing yours :3 " said Satan. 

 "I can." 

 And they embraced. 

 They all shared a group hug and flew home on a Magic Carpet 

they found. Deadly Doctor God gave up his powers and revived Zeus, who 

was grateful.  Zeus fused all of the time travelers together with their current 

selves.  Nice and neat.  He tried to strike a really cool pose, but it wasn't 

nearly as cool as a Bonesly pose. 

 Royvart opened up a dojo, where he taught other people to be great 

fighters.  It went out of business a few months later, and Royvart became a 

barber. 

 Skeleton Boss made Skeleton Sacramento a partner in the 

firm.  And they worked hard to bring justice to everyone all over the 

underworld. 

 Skeleton Boy got his act together joined the Scare-vation Army, 

and helped bring spooky clothes to the needy. 

 KISS went on to become a famous musical group. 

 Skeleton Doctor gave up fighting for good and continued to be the 
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best doctor ever.  Especially since Goblin Doctor was still deader than shit. 

 Crimson Skeleton took up the mantle of Deadly Bones, and 

decided to make sure to always remain pure and true, and to never lose 

sight of himself. 

 Satan and his wife Salamandara reconciled their relationship after 

Satan became a better lover. 

 Johnny Thunder was returned from the Ghost Trap, where he had 

spent a lot of time thinking about his life. He decided he wanted to not be 

slowed down with marriage, so he broke up his engagement with Suzie. 

Suzie was fine with it because Johnny Thunder's a douchebag anyway and 

we all fucking know it. 

 Skeleton Sacramento asked Zeus to revive his dear wife Cynthia, 

and he did!  What a nice thing. 

 Suzie Sacramento came out of her coma and was happy to be 

reunited with her friends and family.  But what of her skeleton 

baby?  Whose was it? 

 Salamandara explained that the Skeleton baby girl ran away into 

the woods right after she had been born.  Skeleton babies are notorious for 

doing such spooky things. 

 Imagine walking in the woods and seeing a tiny skeleton walking 

toward you.  Holy crap, that's spooky, I'm sorry I gave you such a fright. 
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The End. 

 

And then Satan burst through the door.  "OR IS IT?" 

? 


